
Speaking Topics:
From e Projects to Purpose
Guy teaches about the importance of pushing past pain, and 
using it to fuel your purpose in life, and how to move from a 
victim of circumstance to being victorious.

3 Steps to Facilitate Your Dream
GGuy empowers youth to create a blueprint for manifesting 
their dreams, through mindset training, character building 
and life planning.

Generation Next Marketing
Marketing to Millennials takes strategy and experience, 
gained by bridging the gap between the old and new, the 
young and the old. 

Success and SiSuccess and Signicance - Moving Your Business into Purpose
Guy teaches new methods of creating success and 
signicance in any business, using the 3 C's: Creativity, 
culture and commerce.

To book Maisha, please contact her at 
info@workwithmaisha.com

Maisha Guy is the founder of Generation Next Marketing - 
a business committed to the growth and empowerment of 
501(c)3 Nonprot Organizations that work with youth and 
young adults. She is a Certied business analyst and 
Marketing Coach, who is known for her triumphant 
story/journey, dedication to at-risk communities, and her 
ability to captivate and impact audiences worldwide.

Since overcoming her own personal adversity, Maisha's life 
mission has become to help others nd the mental strength to 
facilitate their dream. Her keynotes are based on true-life 
trials and triumphs, and have inspired thousands of students 
to have the mental strength to overcome adversity and fear. 
Her purpose is to cultivate responsibility, drive, focus, and the 
courage to take action. www.workwithmaisha.com
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Maisha Guy
Dream Facilitator

“Where do I start to explain the 
impact Maisha Guy has made with 
the Marketing growth and success of 
Hope for Women Magazine. 

WWe had a marketing plan but it lay 
dormant. Under the guidance and 
leadership of Maisha a signicant 
turnaround happened in the scope of 
three months. Our Social platforms 
grew tremendously; readers began to 
engage on our website, newsletters opt 
inin readers increased. Readers desire 
more of Hope and with great 
anticipation awaits what coming. 
Grateful for Maisha’s drive, charisma 
and professionalism.”  

-Angelia L. White, Publisher
Hope for Women Magazine
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